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ABSTRACT 
The crisis of the downstream sector of the Nigerian oil and gas industry is so daunting that the emergence 

of the entry of Dangote refinery and the commencement of the 2013-2014 bid rounds by the State, calls 

for a review of the challenges that private refineries and marginal fields are facing in the industrial sub-

sector of the Nigerian oil prone economy. This review is done mainly through secondary sources of 

materials particularly journalistic literature which purvey the current state of development in the field. 

This paper argues and finds that despite the emergence of the colossus, the sector is still beset with state 

policy disincentives that require a paradigm shift to deregulation. It therefore suggests that deregulation 

and state divestment is the surest way forward not only to compliment the ‘dragon’ that has enlisted into 

the murky sector but to lift majority of the existing private refineries and unworked marginal fields from 

the drawing table to concrete activity. More importantly, a synergy between marginal field operators 

(upstream) and private refinery owners (downstream) seems to an aspect that requires close consideration 

and promotion. 

Keywords: Private Refinery, Marginal Field, State Policy and Deregulation.   

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Vammager refinery of India refines 1.2 million barrels per day. SK Energy of South Korea refines 

850,000 barrels per day; Exxon Mobil Singapore refines 605,000 barrels per day. Ras Taura of Saudi 

Arabia refines 550,000 barrels per day. Venezuela has 29 million people with 11 refineries and Falco, one 

of her refineries has a capacity of 940,000 barrels per day. She refines all her products. But Nigeria’s 

three refineries refine 445,000 barrels per day. And this current capacity is being augmented with imports 

largely from Venezuela; the Caribbean and Europe.
1
 Nigeria’s four refineries are facing financial and 

operational challenges which led the Government to license 18 private refineries. But after many years, 

most of them are yet to take off.
2
 

For Daniel Essiet,
3
the Nigerian government had intended as the wish-list of the sector, firstly, to raise 

daily production and reserves, secondly, export refined oil with greater valued added and thirdly, stop 

importation of refined products. But these aspirations are stymied by lack of funding to build basic 

infrastructure, lack of adequate technology and logistics, and regulated fuel pump price. In their article, 

How to raise oil production profile, Okere and Salau have identified seven challenges of private refineries 

to include: illegal bunkering, sabotage, security threat to facilities and employees, shortfall in joint 

venture partners funding, lengthy delays in project approvals, operating cost escalation lack of domestic 

gas infrastructure and low domestic gas prices.
 4
 

_____________________ 
1 Nzemiro Chukwuemeka, NNPC: Surviving vandalism and fire disasters. www.vanguardngr.com . February 18, 2013. 
2 Daniel Essiet, How to make private refineries viable. www.thenationonlineng.net . December 13, 2011. 
3 . Id. 
4 Okere Roseline and Sulaimon Salau, How to raise oil production profile, by Stakeholders. www.ngrguardiannews. August 25, 

2013. See also, Chijioke Nwaozuzu, Marginal fields: Status, constraints and prospects. The Trumpet International, January, 

2014. p. 24. 
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Like private refineries, marginal fields are equally hunted by lack of access to funding, community issues, 

security and low productivity. For instance, the cluster group of: Energia Limited, Midwestern/Suntrust,  

Platform Petroleum and Frontier Company in Delta State, which is producing between 8,000 to 45,000 

bpd, have had their operations stymied by sundry challenges. Chief Executive Officer of Britania U, a 

local independent vehicle and operator of OML 90, Uju Ifejika, consider the withholding of funding by 

banks as the bane. For Felix Amieyeofor, Managing Director of Energia Limited, continuous export line 

vandalism has been a major challenge. In every barrel of crude pumped through the lines, about 25% to 

30% is lost before it gets to the terminal. In other words, if 3,500 barrels of crude oil is pumped, and 

about 30% is lost in the process through theft, it is a great loss to the operator.
5 

In 2012 Energia Limited 

lost N11.2b to crude theft and N15.6b in 2013. Chief Executive Officer of Walter Smith, an indigenous 

independent, Adulrasaq Isa-Kutepa, submitted that its company yoked to the Trans Niger Truck line lost 

$50m between January and November 2013 due to theft.
6
 

Platform Petroleum and Seplat Petroleum Development Limited was more frontal and revealing of the 

insider-infighting and disagreement on the concept of oil theft between the seven sisters and the marginal 

clusters. Reacting for and on behalf of Midwestern Oil and Gas-Sun Trust, Pillar Oil, Platform-Newcross, 

Energia-Oando etc, Austin Avuru querried how 20% to 30% daily production loss to vandals may have 

occurred ‘taking into consideration that such figures are imposed by the multinational companies on the 

marginal operators.’ While repudiating the claim and the figures as impositions, they called for their 

review as their ‘independent findings had shown less than 5% loss to vandals’ and that it was more likely 

to be due to production deferment or and measurement errors than the challenges of lack of bank funding 

and vandalism.
7
 

Chijioke Nwaozuzu
8
  outlined the principle behind marginal fields as the encouragement of indigenous 

capacity building in the upstream zone and was detailed in listing six constraints of the fields as funding, 

marginality of the fields, inadequate technical expertise, government policies on royalties and petroleum 

taxes, board partnership wrangling and anti-entrepreneurial mentality. But attention seems to be focused 

more on funding than Avuru seems admit. For Michael Eboh and Sebastine Obasi
9
 a number of 

indigenous investors are financially handicapped and unable to pool the necessary resources to fund the 

acquisitions making them fronts and proxies of foreign investors, collecting commissions in return. While 

the only collaterals marginal fields readily have on the table is the oil insitu, Nigerian banks clearly insist 

on sizeable deposits and cash flow from other oilfield operations to leverage upon to grant facilities 

because reserve-based lending may be froth with uncertainties in a volatile environment like Nigeria. 

Cataloguing the experiences of WalterSmith Oil Ltd and Morris Petroleum (Ibigwe field), Pillar Oil ltd 

(Obodogwa field), Platform Petroleum Ltd (New Cross) (Umutu field), Niger Delta Petroleum, Brittania-

U ltd (Ajapa field) and Energia ltd (Obodogwa-Obodeti field) etc and their shareholders with local banks 

like Skye and Union Banks, Nwaozuzu shows that funding is a critical issue and some multinational 

service companies, to Eboh and Obasi, demand upfront payments running into millions of dollars from 

marginal field operators before service provision that would lead to first oil. Others in this producing 

brancket like Frontier Oil (Uquo field), Midwestern Oil and Sun Trust (Umusadege field) have similar 

experiences. Others in the not yet producing brancket like Guarantee Petroleum (Ororo field), Bicta 

Energy (Ogedeh field), Sogenal ltd (Akepo field), Bayelsa Oil (Atala field), Movido (Ekeh field), Goland 

Petroleum (Oriri field), Eurafric (Davies Island), Network Exploration and Production (Qua Iboe field), 

Universal Energy (Stubb Creek field), Associated-Dansaki (Tom Shot Bank field), Green Energy 

(Otakikpo field) and All Grace (Ubima field) are all facing funding, fraud and distraction challenges. 
 

_______________________________________ 

5 Akpan Udeme, Indigenous operators express worry as cost of oil theft hits N15.6bn. www.legaloil.com. November 12, 2013. 
6 Dodondawa Tunde, Crude oil theft may crash crude out-put – Operators. www.legaloil.com. November 12, 2013. 
7 Avuru Austin, The Marginal fields in Ndokwa land produces 71.6 percent of the marginal field production in Nigeria. Ndokwa 

Reporters Newspaper, Vol.1, No. 1. Nov. 8 – 15, 2013, p. 4.    
8 Chijioke Nwaozuzu, Marginal fileds: Status, constraints and prospects. The Trumpet International, January, 2014. p. 24. 
9 Michael Eboh and Sebastine Obasi, Delay, funding may hamper marginal fields’ sale. www.vanguardngr.com. March 4, 2014. 
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Greenfield option 

From 1990 to 2009 the jinx of the giant mentality continued to stall the establishment of mini refineries. 

Many volubly asked why Nigerian public refineries have failed to the point of importation of fuel. It has 

shown one more area of African splendid proclivity for exporting national resources without value 

addition with embarrassing consequences which is also an element of the worst case scenario of the 

resource cause thesis.  

Small scale refineries should not be alien to Nigeria because they are in effect modular refineries which 

abound in the western world. Unfortunately, they are not considered in Nigeria because the cash-laden 

NNPC is only interested in mega-projects like the four refineries in Port-Harcourt, Warri and Kaduna 

undergoing turn-around without success. As late as 2013, the Minister of Petroleum approached the 

National Assembly for N251 billion for turnaround maintenance of these dead four refineries. For 

Aganga,
10

 the proposed foreign direct investment of $4.5 billion in six modular refineries reinforces the 

case for small scale refining in Nigeria. For a start, the crude oil (445,000 barrels per day) allocated to 

NNPC for local refining and most of which is currently being refined abroad and therefore against the 

intendment of the local content policy could be re-allocated to the local refineries in fulfillment of the 

spirit and letter of the regulation and by so doing, create jobs at home.
11

 

Mini-refineries are automate, skid-mounted oil distillation units for processing about 6,000 barrels per 

day or more. Cheaper and easier to mount and run; they do not take many years to build and install. 

Unlike Nigerian behemoths and monstrosities, the less land space and personnel are required than the 

large ones and they can be mounted close to feed stock supply source. Four plots of land and not more 

can be adequate. It can be mounted in a few days because they are prefabricated, can be dismantled and 

relocated if the need arises due to x-factors including objections. Their capacities vary between 5,000 to 

60,000 barrels per day and requires N800 million to N10 billion to build and can be sited in both 

industrial and rural communities. For instance, the 12,000 barrels per day Topping Modular refinery for 

Akwa Ibom State costs $10 million while the 100,000 barrels per day complex refinery for Tonwei 

refinery in Bayelsa State is $1.2 billion. Mini refineries have the capacities to mitigate the Niger Delta 

crisis, mainstream the activities of several petrol-refining entrepreneurs whose businesses are currently 

classified as illegal, reduce incidences of pipeline vandalism and settle resource control agitation or 

weightier issues of participation in petrol business by indigenous concerns.
 12

 

However, the National Refineries Special Task force (NRSTF) may have jettisoned two of its three 

Greenfield refinery project as the economy only strongly favours Lagos Greenfield refinery. The Kogi 

and Bayelsa Greenfield refineries are being kept in view. The three Greenfield refineries were 

NNPC/China State Construction Engineering Corporation (CSCEC) MoU projects. China Export Credit 

Insurance Corporation (SINOSURE) and a consortium of Chinese banks led by the Industrial and 

Commercial Bank of China are involved at a sharing ratio of 80% for China and 20% for NNPC. The 

projects are to stem importation and boost the existing capacities although NNPC is said to have failed to 

fulfill its conditions under the MoU.
13

 

 

Modular Drawbacks 

On the other hand, the Greenfield and Modular refineries have their drawback against the backdrop of the 

local content development policy and philosophy. For instance, six refineries under a memorandum of 

understanding and partnership of a private United State’s company and a Nigerian company with the 

Nigerian Government were to be built at 30,000 barrels per day each and according to Mansfield,
14

  the 

modular construction process for the refineries entailed six months of construction work in the US, one 

month of test running and dismantling the refinery, another month for transportation to Nigeria and four  

____________________ 
10 Magnus Oyibe, A case for Niger Delta indigenous oil refineries (2). www.vanguardngr.com October 30, 2012. 
11 Id. 
12 Private mini refineries, a compelling option. http://mobile.punchng.com. June 26, 2013. 
13 Amanze-Nwachukwu Chika, F.G may dump Bayelsa, Kogi Greenfield refinery projects as only Lagos viable. 

www.thisdaylive.com . August 25, 2013. 
14 Editorial, As Dangote leads the way to private refineries. http://leadership.ng/news/02. April 29, 2013. 
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months for reassembling the parts to commence production. It was canvassed that it was regrettable that 

the local host communities for these refineries and domestic suppliers and contractors would enjoy little 

or no benefits for such modular construction process as such contracts and related employment 

opportunities would be lost to the United States. Income from the successful operations of the six 

refineries may equally be domiciled in the USA with minimal impact on exchange rates, reserves and 

employment generation. 

Still, foreign technical knowhow is inevitable in the industry at the current level of development in 

Nigeria. Usua Amanam of Amakpe Refinery has revealed that a project of the size and complexity of 

Amakpe Refinery deserves the engineering prowess and expertise of a world renown and experienced 

engineering firm like Ventech Int. Engineer Pasadena, Texas for equipment manufacturing and 

fabrication; UPS Capital Business Credit Windsor, Connecticut; Comprehensive Insurance guarantee 

from US Export-Import Bank; Sterling Bank Plc credit facility provider and Nigeria’s Export Import bank 

(NEXIM BANK) financing the bridge loan.
15

 The Niger Delta Exploration and Production Plc is also 

another emerging success story. According to Layi Adetona
 16

 of Nigeria Delta Petroleum Resources ltd 

(NDPR), it was fabricated and completed by Chemex Inc Texas, California, USA in December 2010 and 

began operations in Ahaoda East Local government area of Rivers State after it was granted License to 

Operate (LTO) by the Federal Government with full authority to operate its mini-diesel refinery, a 

‘Topping Plant’ at Ogbele oil field in old Oil Mining Lease (OML) 54 in Rivers State.
17

   

 

Disincentive State Policies 

Although Mac Ofurhie
18

  has attributed the delay in the effective and effectual take-off of private 

refineries to government continued regulation of the price of premium motor spirit (PMS), difficulties in 

securing foreign bank loans and investors and the difficulty in making investments in a market full of 

price uncertainties, in the face of Government floated incentives of guaranteeing crude oil feedstock to 

licensees have been identified. He further cites the fear of labour unions and civil society organizations 

which would resist hike in fuel price in a strike that may necessarily arise from deregulation as another 

disincentive. Perhaps the strongest challenge of private refineries is the State. The Association of Private 

Refineries Owners of Nigeria (APRON) has accused the Federal Government of frustrating the take off 

by the private refineries by introducing policies that are not favourable to the projects. Ilori submits that 

the benefit of oil subsidy does not allow government to encourage private refineries spring up: For the 

past five years, the association has been lobbying the Federal Government to guarantee the investment of 

foreign partners as demanded by them but to no avail. Each licensee has gone abroad to look for creditors 

and spent a lot of money in searching for foreign partners but they are not ready because Government is 

not willing to guarantee condition for investing.
19

 

Eight years since Government granted licenses to eighteen private firms to build and operate refineries 

after paying $1 million each; they spent $2million to $3million on site development. Their licenses were 

later revoked by the Department of Petroleum Resources (DPR) for failure to meet the eighteen month 

deadline to build the refineries. 

Incentives granted by the DPR are said to be half measures. The DPR posits that the international market 

price would be maintained for Nigerian crude procured by refiners- implying that crude oil price discount 

would not apply to local refiners. This is discriminatory because those who buy crude oil in Nigeria get a 

discount whereas the local refiners are to buy at international market price. Ilori further submits that the 

crude oil allocation formula of Government to guarantee 60% requirement for the local refiners is not  

____________________________ 
15 Six new refineries hurray! But not yet Uhuru. www.vanguardngr.com. July 9, 2012. 
19 Oil refineries in Nigeria – Amakpe International Refineries Nigeria limited. From the President’s Desk. 

www.amakperefineries .com. 
20 Essiet Daniel, How to make private refineries viable. www.thenationonlineng.net. December 13, 2011.  
21 Onwuka Sopuruchi, Why private refineries are delayed. www.nairaland.com. August 18, 2013. 
22 APRON: FG policies frustrating private refineries’ take-off. www.nigeriaoilandgas. March 8, 2013. 
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enough and ought to be 100% as an incentive to private refineries. In other words, to ask refiners to 

source 40% needed would be problematic. 

The state of insecurity in Nigeria is equally a bane and has necessitated foreign investors asking for 

sovereign guarantee from Government to ensure that their investments would not be nationalized. Ilori’s 

Atlantic Petroleum Limited, Badagry has spent $3.8 million on its project as at 2013 and is still pushing. 

It has foreign backers with up to $500million to $600 million but for insecurity, kidnapping etc it is 

finding the environment enervating. It has 100,000 barrels per day capacity and has arranged for a 

bridging loan of $130 million to kick start the refinery as one of the eighteen entrants that government 

granted preliminary approval on 31
st
 May, 2002 and issued license on 14

th
 June, 2002 as a going private 

refinery.
20

  

In fact, the licensees for private refineries, according to Roseline Okere,
21

  have recoiled into their 

respective shells seeking other opportunities in the oil and gas sector in that since 2002 when the Federal 

Government issued thirty-nine licenses to private operators to establish refineries of various capacities in 

the country to lift the profile of local refineries only Niger Delta Petroleum Resources located at Ogbelle 

Rivers State has commenced production of 1,000 barrels per day. Also Orient Petroleum has completed 

detailed engineering, sourced the modules of its refinery and completed site acquisition, perimeter and 

topographical surveys, geotechnical, geological and hydro-geological surveys, site civil engineering 

works prior to construction of internal roads and reinforced concrete plinths for installation of refinery 

equipment but it is yet to commence operation.  

Virtually all the licensed operators have serially defaulted on their respective deadlines to commence 

production leading to license withdrawals and revocations on their part, with even increased reluctance 

for mandate renewals as stipulated in the enabling law. Factors listed as challenges for the take off of the 

various projects by the licensees included but are not limited to huge up-front start-up fee, lack of 

sovereign guarantee to secure cheaper loans from international finance markets and uncertainty over 

guarantee of free market pricing policy. Despite government reconsideration of the start-up fee in favour 

of the licensees, the investors still fail to show sufficient and serious commitment thereby truncating 

initial objectives of the private refineries initiative. New applicants who are depot owners are beginning to 

emerge who may have problems of bank guarantees. The initial entrants of thirty-nine licensees would 

have been able to process over 2.654 million barrels per day to reduce importation.
22

 

 

Sinkhole and Feedstock 

To Ifeanyi Izeze in Between private refineries and access to crude oil feedstock, recent directive issued by 

the DPR clearly shows that all is not well with building and operating privately owned refineries as an 

intervention to persistent fuel crisis in the economy. The efforts may not yield results in the next five 

years. The hostile operating environment has remained the major, if not the only obstacle faced by the 

licensees in the nation’s quest to establish privately owned and operated refineries. Izeze argues that no 

investor is ready to put money in a dangerously volatile environment as the Niger Delta and no financial 

institution would want to sink its funds into ventures in such areas regarded as sinkholes.  

How many foreign engineers and technicians would be ready to go into the Niger Delta with all the 

kidnappings and killings to carry out construction works on private refineries which may span up to three 

months or more? How many of the refineries construction firms would be ready to use an all-Nigerian 

workforce for their projects? Are militants not capable of changing their definition of black and white 

hostages?
23

  

When Obasanjo government was ceding away licenses for private refineries to ‘cronies and funny’ Asian 

partners it never occurred to the government that the most critical consideration  to such sensitive projects 

would be the access, security of the crude oil feedstock supplies to the sites. ‘Where else can anybody  

___________________ 
20 Id. 
21 Roseline Okere, How investors stall government’s drive for private refineries. www.ngrguardiannews. December 9, 2012.  
22 Id. 
23 Izeze Ifeanyi, Between private refineries and access to crude oil feedstock. www.gamji.com/article 
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build a refinery outside the Niger Delta that would be feasible and make economic sense?’ It is difficult 

and unreasonable to site such facilities in areas that are very far from where the crude oil feedstock is 

expected to come. Izeze
24

 argues that with widespread awareness within host communities hosting 

pipeline right of way and the carefree attitude of the authorities to the plight of the people, there is a very 

serious problem of relationship between oil companies and land owners where the facilities are built. For 

instance, the pipeline communities of the Kaduna refinery which cuts across different cultures and 

geopolitical interests have been resisting and sabotaging the right of way in their respective places. 

Therefore, the issue still boils down to the over-sung campaign for dialogue and engagement of 

indigenous communities.
25

  

 

Big Players 

Not allowing small oil refineries in Nigeria might have been a policy born out of the overbearing 

influence of the International Oil companies much the same way they persuaded Government to cap 

marginal oil and gas fields for a very long time but which are now being profitably explored by 

indigenous investors after a long period of being fallow. And having succeeded, refining oil locally by 

Nigerians may be an innovative way of creating employment and boosting the economy of the Niger 

Delta.
26

 But rather than encourage indigenous small scale investors, International Oil companies like 

Shell, Chevron, Exxon Mobil and Total Fina Elf and AGIP may be compelled to establish refineries as a 

precondition for retaining their oil blocks and if the current body language of the International Oil 

Companies is anything to go by, building a refinery in Nigeria is not their priority. For instance, Malcom 

Brinded Executive Director (SPDC)
27

 posits that Shell cannot build a refinery in Nigeria because there are 

surplus refineries across the globe; rather than build, the company is prepared to divest from those areas it 

has interest around the globe because refineries are running at a loss. It is no longer profitable and better 

to go into gas. Since the big players are not keen for the reason that refining is not as lucrative as 

extracting crude oil from the earth crust and with a joint venture agreement that favours them to boost the 

economy, who will fill the gap?
28

 

Indigenous Operators whose local oil refineries have been operating under cover have been filling the gap 

but are presently being destroyed daily in the Niger Delta by Joint Task Force (JTF) at such an alarming 

rate that could further accelerate the impoverishment of the embattled people of the region which the 

Federal Government amnesty programme was meant to ameliorate. The reason for destroying the 

refineries is that they are illegal and are allegedly responsible for the increasing rate of crude oil theft. 

While the allegation may be partially true, it does not appear to Magnus Onyibe 
29

 that these small scale 

refineries have the capacity to refine the volume of theft oil that the Minister, Okonjo Iweala, was 

referring to when she raised alarm that crude oil theft could negatively impact our country’s economic 

fundamentals. 

 

‘Enter the Dragon’: Dangote Refinery 

But with the coming on board in 2013 of Dangote’s 400,000 barrels per day refinery dwarfing the 

production capacity of the Federal Government’s four behemoths, blistering the lies inherent in the 

subsidy regimes and giving hope to a nation that is one of the world’s richest in oil that imports 80% of its 

refined products, the issues of insecurity et al have petered into insignificance and the 2002 old boys have 

been challenged to lift their proposals from papers and drawing boards and campaign soap boxes to the 

construction sites.
 30

 

_________________ 
24Id. 
25 Id. 
26 Magnus Oyibe, A case for Niger Delta indigenous oil refineries (2). www.vanguardngr.com. October 30, 2012. 
27 www.google.com/m?q:impartandimpactbusiness.review.blogspot. 
28 Magnus Oyibe, Loc. Cit. 
29 Id.  
30 Editorial, As Dangote leads the way to private refineries. http://leadership.ng/news/02. April 29, 2013. 
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It is prefigured that the Dangote refinery would not only help Nigeria but sub-saharan Africa being that 

there has not been a new refinery for a long time in the entire region. A surge in domestic capacity would 

be welcomed by investors in Nigeria but it would cut into profits made by European refiners and oil 

traders who would lose part of that lucrative market. Past efforts have been delayed or cancelled by vested 

interests such as fuel importers profiting from the status quo and it is equally opined that interests which 

were supposed to invest in refineries, which understand the market, were benefiting from the absence of 

refineries and fuel importation business.
31

 

In fact, query began to emerge a decade after as if these companies were proxies for Government 

patronage or that the licenses were issued to political hirelings, who would have them whimsically sold to 

foreign companies; and that the 2002 old boys should be disallowed from using their licenses to procure 

crude oil wells to resell to multinationals and other oblique economic hegemons. Indeed, the House of 

Representatives raised the question of the same worst case scenario of resource curse anew: Why is 

Nigeria the only major oil producing nation that sells 100% of its crude to private traders rather than 

market it herself and benefit from the resulting added value with the greatest number of beneficiaries of 

export allocation? The House was worried by sharp practices and deals in  NNPC crude oil allocations to 

local refineries which are not utilized but sold fraudulently at knock down prices to Geneva based ‘letter 

box companies’ (Vitol and Tranfigura) by swap arrangements.
32

 

The House canvasses that Government should do well to revoke the dormant licenses as it did in 2007 

before issuing the nine new entrants of 2013 and stop paying lip service to deregulation of the 

downstream sector with subsidy running into trillions as importation and subsequent subsidy payment on 

same have become an industry from which some government lackeys are feeding fat with serial scam 

trialing them.
33

 It is said to be shameful but a factual reality that out of the twenty-four fields that are 

marginal only six to seven onshore are producing. The worse scenario is the 2007 bid round. Out of it no 

one single marginal field awarded is producing; eighteen of the twenty-four marginal fields awarded 

before 2007 are not producing as at 2013. The six producing are being hit left and right by theft. 

 

Deregulation and Divestment 

Private investors would not succeed unless the current operating environment is modified. If Nigerian 

continues with subsidy regimes, private operators would find it difficult to survive. Government must 

allow a market driven environment to thrive.
34

 The argument for deregulation has been pointedly brought 

to the fore by Gabriel Ogbechie of Rain Oil that the Nigerian oil and gas industry is highly regulated by 

government which determines how much the investor buys the crude and how much the investor sells the 

refined product so that the margin is fixed by the government. And in such a scenario, before an investor 

can actually build a refinery and prosper, the investor must be able to sell at that its price. But government 

determines the price whereas crude oil which is the input is dollar denominated and it is sold at the 

internationally quoted price. Ogbechie argues, ‘So if you have a refinery, government will sell crude oil to 

you at the international price and the price of your output which is petrol diesel and kerosene will be 

determined by government. So, there is a gap….’ He continues, ‘So there are still a lot of policy issues 

that will need to be clarified before people can actually go into spending money in building refineries. 

Once the policy framework is right, no one would need conviction to building refineries’.’ 
35

 

Thus for Austin Oniwon, 
36

 running a private refinery is not feasible. The cost and loss of mining could be 

so enormous for an investor to survive and cannot happen before the removal of oil subsidy. It is only 

government that can withstand the financial rigor and loss in venturing into refining crude oil. ‘Nobody  

_________________ 
31 Ameh John, Reps probe $6.8bn NNPC Swiss oil deals. www.legaloil.com. November 13, 2013. 
32 Dangote to build $8 billion oil refinery in Nigeria. http://mobile.punchng.com. April 16, 2013. 
33 Id. 
34 Private mini refineries, a compelling option. http://mobile.punchng.com. June 26, 2013. 
35 Ogbechie Gabriel, Subsidy probe spurs new downstream investments – Rain Oil CEO. http://mobile.punchng.com.  August 1, 

2013. 
36 Essiet Daniel, How to make private refineries viable. www.thenationonlineng.net. December 12, 2011. 
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would buy crude oil at international market and sell below same. That is why private refineries are 

stalled.’ For Zacheaus Opafunso, the government monopolizes the industry. There is no liberalization of 

the domestic crude oil market and competition from independent refineries to improve supply which 

practices are not sustainable.
37

 

An investigative report by Roseline Okere 
38

 met substantially with the same responses. It is believed that 

deregulation is the best way forward for the oil and gas industry because if the sector is deregulated, 

private operators would be able to build new refineries and there would be healthy competition. Investors 

cannot go into refining because the business environment is not conducive. The banks are not ready to 

give out loans for such investment and they cannot approach their shareholders. There are so many 

loopholes: The quantity of fuel being brought into the country is unknown; smugglers are smuggling fuel 

into the country on a daily basis; it would not be easy to compete with big refineries outside the country; 

all over the world, refineries are being sold off because of competition. 
39

 

A deregulated oil sector will open more private sector investments as more players would be attracted into 

the sector as against the present situation where it is regulated and under Government’s control. More 

investments in this context means that more private refineries and other petrochemical industries would 

be set up and this would consequently bring down fuel prices.
40 

The same argument has been canvassed 

elsewhere that Government is willing to give licenses to private refineries since the four existing ones are 

not meeting the nation’s needs and if there are enough refineries operating, there would be no 

importation.
41

 

The Idika Kalu National Refineries Special Task Force conducted a diagnostic review of the four 

refineries existing in Nigeria and advised on the best approach to turn them around. It advised the 

government on private refineries licensing and partnership models for Greenfield refineries. The 

committee recommended that government should divest its equity from refineries and allow private 

entities to manage them. It revealed the dismal state of the Government refineries and made a watertight 

case for the sale of the moribund state owed refineries. Of the forty-two oil refineries in Africa, three in 

Nigeria had the worst performance efficiency and capacity utilization. Why is it that oil firms in the 

country run oil refineries elsewhere and refuse to do so successfully in Nigeria? The Idika Team argued 

forcefully that it was not the right thing to do for government to build new refineries or even repair the 

existing ones and according to Okonjo-Iwala, emphasis should have been to encourage all the private 

companies which had been hitherto granted license to endeavour to actualize the dreams instead of 

placing obstacles in their ways. 

The Idika Team
42

 canvassed that the Federal government needed to create an enabling environment to 

encourage the private sector through incentive packages for the establishment of private oil refineries for 

domestic consumption and export. The stringent requirements for the establishment of private refineries 

must be removed all that should be required should be proof of funding for the project, technical capacity, 

refinery configuration and products specifications for the refinery and evidence of land allocation. All 

over the world, refineries are changing hands. Nigeria should sell her own, the team proposed: ‘Let the 

buyers of the obsolete Nigerian refineries use their money to do TAM as (was the case)… with Phillips 

refinery deals. This grand fraud must end’.
43

 

These positions are further supported by Mittee Ledum who canvasses that we do not see any reason why 

people should say that it national pride to have four refineries that are not working. All smaller countries 

around like Niger, Chad are refining. Who are we that things do not work with us? ‘Any person who  

_______________ 
37 Id. 
38 Okere Roseline, How investors stall government’s drive for private refineries. www.ngrguardiannews.com. December 9, 2012. 
39 Id. 
40 Adekunle Ojo, Replicating the gains of deregulation in petroleum sector (2). www.vanguardngr.com. January 1, 2012. 
41 FG to approve licenses for private refineries says Jonathan. http://www.premiumtimesng.com.  
42 Jonathan, sell the refineries now. http://mobile.punchng.com.  August 18, 2013; and Amanze-Nwachukwu Chika, FG may 

dump Bayelsa, Kogi Greenfield refinery projects as only Lagos viable. www.thisdaylive.com August 25, 2013. See also, Audu 

Liberty Oseni, Sepecial Report: Crude refining in Niger Delta communities. www.westafricainsight.org . January, 2013. 
43 Id. 
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wants to do refinery should go and buy the oil and refine it and if we are giving it to you to refine and you 

can’t then we sell it.’ Ledum states further, ‘If we find that our refineries are not working well, either we 

sell the refineries or carry the crude and sell… We do not even get our refining to the last point… we are 

losing something’ in terms of by-products.
44

 

On the strength of the arguments for privatization, twenty-three new licenses were approved by the 

Government in 2012. Twenty went to the private sector while Federal Government and Chinese investors 

undertook to build additional refineries in Kogi, Lagos and Bayelsa. Initially, the up-front payment was 

huge. It was reduced in line with investors’ expectation yet investors still failed to show serious 

commitment. Raising funds locally was obviously a problem as bank interest rates of 20% was suicidal.
45 

Foreign loans required sovereign guarantees that government does not consider necessary. Others 

demanded free market pricing policy that eliminated subsidies as the uncertainty and time lag related to 

subsidy refund could jeopardize the ultimate success of such ventures.
46

 

 

CONCLUSION 

It is yet to be seen what tremendous impact the entry of the Dangote refinery is to have on the 

downstream sector of the oil and gas industry of the Nigerian economy even though it has been hailed 

across the West African sub-region as a major if not the final breakthrough of the jinxed sector that has 

been dominated by an inefficient state monopoly and regulation. It is merely a huge hope with a capacity 

that is tremendous given its 400,000 bpd capacity vis-à-vis the cumulative 445,000 bpd capacity of all 

Nigerian state owned refineries. Yet, it is not certain whether the dream would not be scampered by the 

many banes that have continued to afflict the ‘old boys’ in the sector. And it is also yet to be seen how 

levels of financial muscle can be the determining factor against critical uneconomic, disincentive state 

policies. 

On the part of marginal fields, it is clear that although the overall impact of their activities since coming 

on board has not gone beyond a single digit contribution to the national cumulative, issues of theft and 

funding have remained daunting. It is hoped that the modest advances they have so far made on the 

average would be leveraged upon. The connectedness of marginal fields (upstream) to private refineries 

(downstream) must be an area that should attract the attention of the Nigerian state and the local content 

vehicles because the continued exportation of crude via the ‘big players’ does not hold any bright 

prospect as there no added value and linkages are not emphasized.  

 

RECOMMENDATION 

There should be incisive review of the disincentive state policies that made private refineries previously 

granted licenses not to start operations with a view to putting right whatever could have been wrong. They 

should be re-invited to partner with government and be assured of the supply of feed-stock of crude oil, 

the refusal of which aborted their interest. Government should look into the law that abolishes illegal 

refineries especially the current policy of legalizing them. If these illegal refineries are made legal and are 

effectively done, it would boost local supply capacity of petroleum products, create jobs and invariably 

reduce prices. The continuous destruction of small refineries classified by government as illegal ought to 

be reversed for it detracts from the emerging international best practices of indigenous people permanent 

sovereignty over their natural resources. The action is not the best given the current problem confronting 

the country in the oil and gas sector which excludes the indigenous participation or encourages exclusion 

and enclave hegemons. It would further compound the supply chain. The illegal refineries should be 

legalized and supervised. The concessioning of more marginal fields to indigenous operators and local 

content vehicles should be pursued with vigor. Nigerian banks should also be encouraged by the state to  

__________________ 
44 Ahamefula Ogbu, Nigeria: Oil theft -We are yet to catch the big thieves, says Mitee.http://m.allafrica.com/stories.  October 14, 

2013. 
45 Chijioke Nwaozuzu, Marginal fields: Status, constraints and prospects. The Trumpet International, January, 2014. p. 24. 
46 Six new refineries hurray! But not yet Uhuru. www.vanguardngr.com July 9, 2012. 
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advance financial supports to indigenous vehicles with the state expressing open preparedness to give 

sovereign guarantees to foreign partners of the private refineries and marginal field operators. 
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